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Abstract
Dynamic anycast (Dyncast) network architecture is to choose the best
edge computing server by considering both the network environment and
available computing/storage resources of the edge computing server.
This draft describes the mechanism in which service continuity is
provided even when the client moves and connects to a new ingress
Dyncast anycast Node (DAN) by using the PMIPv6-based mobility
management method in the Dyncast-based edge computing networking
environment.
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1.

Introduction
Cloud computing provides powerful computing and nearly unlimited
storage resources to client devices connected over the Internet.
However, if the number of client, such as Internet of Things (IoT)
devices is quite large, traffic exchange between the client and the
cloud computing server is also large and it can cause congestion over
the Internet. When congestion occurs on the path between a client and
the cloud computing server, the client transmitting service request
may experience long response time in receiving the result of the
service request, or the service request itself may be lost.
In edge computing, even though edge computing server provides smaller
computing and storage resources compared to the cloud computing
server, multiple number of edge computing servers can be located near
client devices and the client sending service request can benefit
from shorter response time. In the edge computing environment, one
way for a client to find a suitable edge computing server is to
choose the nearest edge server based on the location of the client
inferred from the client's source IP address. Another way is to
choose one of the several edge servers by utilizing the round-robin
method. However, in such cases, if the available resource in the
chosen server is insufficient or congestion occurs on the path
between the client and the chosen server, the client may experience
longer response time or service request may be lost.
Dynamic anycast (Dyncast) network architecture is proposed in

choosing the best edge computing server by considering both the
networking environment and available computing/storage resources of
the edge computing server[1]. Here, a service is represented by an
anycast IP address. Assume that there is a client trying to receive a
service provided by a specific service instance. In this case ingress
Dyncast anycast node (DAN) acts as a gateway for the client. In
addition, egress DAN is connected to the edge computing server in
which specific service instance is installed. Assume that there are
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N edge servers providing a specific service. Each edge server is
connected to a different egress DAN. The client transmits a service
request message with anycast address as a destination IP address.
Ingress DAN chooses the best egress DAN by using the combination of
the network metric such as delay, and computing metric such as
available computing/storage resource of edge servers. The ingress DAN
establishes a tunnel with the chosen egress DAN and then transmits a
service request through the tunnel. After which egress DAN transmits
the service request to the service instance in the edge computing
server. The result of the service request is in turn transmitted from
the edge server to the client through the egress DAN and the ingress
DAN.
When a client transmits a service request and then moves to another
network before receiving the service result, the client can no longer
receive the result of the service request. Even when the client moves
and connects to a new ingress DAN, host-based mobility management
method such as Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) can be used to maintain end-to-end
connectivity[2]. In this case however, the destination IP address of
the service request message sent by the client is the anycast IP
address. Which means that the new ingress DAN cannot know the
egress DAN connected to the edge server providing service to the
client which uses the anycast IP address as the destination IP
address. Therefore, host-based mobility management cannot be used in
the Dyncast networking environment. That being said, network-based
mobility management mechanism such as Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6) can be
used in the Dyncast networking environment if the new ingress DAN
knows the address of the egress DAN connected to the edge server
providing service to the client[3]. In this case, service continuity
is ensured for the client.
This draft describes the mechanism in which service continuity is
provided even when the client moves and connects to a new ingress DAN
by using the PMIPv6-based mobility management method in the Dyncast-

based edge computing networking environment.

2.

Conventions and Terminology

2.1.

Conventions

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL","SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [4].

2.2 Terminology
TBD.
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Protocol Operation
Fig. 1 show the message exchange procedure to provide service
continuity proactively when a client moves to another network in
Dyncast networking environment. If the client transmits service
request message with anycast address as a destination IP address, an
ingress DAN (that is, old ingress DAN) chooses the best egress DAN by
using the combination of the network metric and computing metric. The
old ingress DAN establishes the tunnel with the chosen DAN and then
transmits the service request message through the tunnel. The egress
DAN transmits the service request message to the corresponding
service instance in the edge computing server.
When the old ingress DAN detects the movement of the client before
completing transmission of all service results, it transmits the
mobility notification message including the IP addresses of the
client and the egress DAN to one or more candidate new ingress DANs
that clients may connects to. The format of the mobility notification
message is TBD. Here, how the old ingress DAN can know the movement
of the client is out of scope. One method is to use the signal
strength of the client. Moreover, how the old ingress DAN can know
which is the new ingress DAN that the client moves and connects to is
TBD. One method is for the old ingress DAN to broadcast the mobility
notification message to neighbor ingress DANs. Another method is to
find some candidate ingress DANs by using the GPS information of the
client. A new ingress DAN having received mobility notification
message establishes the tunnel with the old ingress DAN. Moreover, it

establishes the tunnel with the egress DAN. When the client moves and
connects to a new ingress DAN, the new ingress DAN transmits mobility
indication message including the IP address of the client to the old
ingress DAN and the egress DAN. The format of the mobility indication
message is TBD. From now on, the old ingress DAN and the egress DAN
transmit all services results to the client through the new ingress
DAN.
Fig. 2 show the message exchange procedure to provide service
continuity reactively to the client. If the client moves and connects
to a new ingress DAN, the new ingress DAN transmit mobility request
message including the IP address of the client to the old ingress
DAN. The format of the mobility request message is TBD. Here, how the
new ingress DAN can know the address information of the old ingress
DAN is TBD. Moreover, how the new ingress DAN can know whether the
connected client needs service continuity or not is TBD. The old
ingress DAN transmits the mobility notification message and
establishes the tunnel with the new ingress DAN. The new ingress DAN
transmits the mobility indication message to the egress DAN and
establishes the tunnel with the egress DAN. From now on, the old
ingress DAN and egress DAN transmit all service results to the client
through the new ingress DAN.
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Figure 1: Message exchange procecure - proactive method
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Figure 2: Message exchange procecure - reactive method
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Security Considerations
TBD

5.

IANA Considerations
TBD

6.
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